Evaluation of moving sound image localization for reproduction of 22.2 multichannel audio using up-mix algorithm
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ABSTRACT

22.2 multichannel audio had been developed for ultra-high definition televisions. It can simultaneously reproduce a three-dimensional (3-D) sound field. However, it is difficult to easily acquire multichannel signals because of equipment costs and so on. The up-mix algorithm for generating multichannel signals from the existing fewer channel signals has been proposed to solve this problem. Whereas, the conventional up-mix algorithm has been proposed without the 3-D sound source location. As a result, it cannot reproduce the moving sound image in vertical and backward directions. In this paper, we propose a novel up-mix algorithm which extends two channel signals to 22.2 multichannel signals while using the 3-D location of the sound source. Both objective and subjective evaluations were carried out to compare with the accuracy of reproduced sound image location. Results of the evaluations show that the proposed up-mix algorithm can reproduce 3-D moving sound images more accurately than the conventional one.
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1. Introduction

New sound field reproduction systems are necessary along with the development of video technology. 22.2 multichannel audio [1] is a new reproduction system in conformity with ultra-high definition televisions. In the conventional system such as 5.1 multichannel audio, all loudspeakers are set on the horizontal plane. Therefore, it cannot reproduce a three-dimensional (3-D) moving sound image. 22.2 multichannel audio sets the loudspeakers in three layers: upper, middle and lower. So, it can reproduce 3-D moving sound image.

In 22.2 multichannel audio, the sounds which are recorded by microphones corresponding to each direction are reproduced from each loudspeaker. However, this production method is not suitable because of the high cost of recording. To solve this problem, we use the up-mix algorithm for generating multichannel signals from the existing fewer channel signals. Whereas, the conventional up-mix algorithm has been proposed without the 3-D sound source location. As a result, it cannot reproduce the moving sound image in vertical and backward directions. In this paper, we propose a novel up-mix algorithm which extends two channel signals to 22.2 multichannel signals while using the 3-D location of the sound source. In addition, we try to reproduce 3-D moving sound images with 22.2 multichannel audio using a novel up-mix algorithm.

2. 22.2 multichannel audio

2.1 Design

Fig.1 shows the design of 22.2 multichannel audio. This system can divide three layers: upper, middle and lower. It consists of 9 loudspeakers in the upper layer, 10 loudspeakers in the middle layer, 3 loudspeakers and 2 woofers in the lower layer. These layers can reproduce a 3-D sound field. Fig.2 shows the label of loudspeakers and the installation interval in each layer. This design is based on the conventional study about the optimal installation interval of loudspeakers.
2.2 Effects
The listener obtains the following effects [2] for sound field reproduction with the design shown in Section 2.1.

i. The arrival of sound from all directions
ii. Sound localization in any positions
iii. Construction of high-quality 3-D sound field by reverberation
iv. Matching of video images and sound images

These effects greatly contribute to high sound field reproduction.

2.3 Problem
Driving 2.2 multichannel audio needs as many as 24 channel signals. One of the ways to generate these signals is a recording method using 22 spherical microphones. However, this method is costly because it records sound sources using individually microphones. To solve this problem, we focus on up-mix algorithm: generating multichannel signals from the existing fewer channel signals. In this paper, we propose a novel up-mix algorithm which extends two channel signals to 2.2 multichannel signals while using the 3-D location of the sound source. In addition, we challenge the construction of a 3-D moving sound image using generated signals.
3. Conventional up-mix algorithm based on reverberation separation

3.1 Overview

Multi-channel audio requires faithful reproduction of the direct sound and the reverberation. The reproduced sound should be separated into the direct sound and the reverberation because the reverberation comes from all directions in any places. Therefore, we consider applying conventional up-mix algorithm [3] based on the reverberation separation to 2.2 multichannel audio.

Fig. 3 shows the overview of converting two channel signals to 2.2 channel signals using conventional up-mix algorithm. The procedure is following.

i. Reverberation separation

Two channel signals $s_1(t)$ and $s_2(t)$ are separated into direct sound $x_{Direct}(t)$ and reverberation $x_{Rev}(t)$ using reverberation separation based on Multi-Step Linear Prediction (MSLP) [4].

ii. Frame division

In this paper, direct sound $x_{Direct}(t)$ and reverberation $x_{Rev}(t)$ divided into $f$ frame to reproduce 3-D moving sound image. Divided sounds $x_{Direct}(t',f)$ and $x_{Rev}(t',f)$ are reproduced from the loudspeaker for each frame; $t'$ is the time index in $f$ frame.

iii. 2-D Amplitude panning (direct sound)

Direct sound $x_{Direct}(t',f)$ is mapped as 2-D sound image in the left or right using 2-D amplitude panning. 2-D amplitude panning is achieved by controlling the amplitudes of two channel signals based on added 2-D sound image localization. The coefficients $g_{Conv,1}(f)$ and $g_{Conv,2}(f)$ to control two channel signals are calculated as follows:

$$
g_{Conv,1}(f) = \frac{\sin \phi + \sin \theta_f}{\sqrt{2(\sin^2 \phi + \sin^2 \theta_f)}} \quad (1)$$

$$
g_{Conv,2}(f) = \frac{\sin \phi - \sin \theta_f}{\sqrt{2(\sin^2 \phi + \sin^2 \theta_f)}} \quad (2)$$

where $\phi$ is the angle between the listener and the loudspeaker, $\theta_f$ is the angle between the listener and the sound image at $f$ frame, $i = 1$ denotes the left channel, $i = 2$ denotes the right channel. Finally, the two channel signals $y_{Direct,i}(t',f)$ and $y_{Direct,2}(t',f)$ are calculated as follows:

$$
y_{Direct,i}(t',f) = x_{Direct}(t',f) g_{Conv,i}(f). \quad \text{s.t. } i = 1,2 \quad (3)$$

Figure 3 - Conventional up-mix algorithm.
Furthermore, the center channel signal $y_{\text{Direct},3}(t', f)$ applies the direct sound $x_{\text{Direct}}(t', f)$ without panning:

$$y_{\text{Direct},3}(t', f) = x_{\text{Direct}}(t', f).$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{s.t. } i = 3  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

The three generated signals $y_{\text{Direct},i}(t', f)$ map specific loudspeakers shown in Fig.4.

iv. Signal extension (reverberation)

Reverberation $x_{\text{Rev}}(t', f)$ comes from all directions in any spaces. Therefore, it should be reproduced by remaining 19 loudspeakers. The generated 19 reverberations $y_{\text{Rev},j}(t', f)$ are shown as follows:

$$y_{\text{Rev},j}(t', f) = x_{\text{Rev}}(t', f), \hspace{1cm} \text{s.t. } j = 1, ..., 19$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $j$ shows loudspeaker channel to reproduce the reverberation. The 19 generated signals $y_{\text{Rev},j}(t', f)$ mainly map the rear loudspeakers in Fig.4.

v. Low-pass filtering (bass)

The bass reproduced from the woofer is generated by the low-pass filter. The standard for 22.2 multichannel audio [3] defines to play less than 120 Hz as bass. The two basses $y_{\text{LFE},k}(t', f)$ apply low-pass filter as follows:

$$y_{\text{LFE},k}(t', f) = x_{\text{Direct}}(t', f) \ast \tau_{\text{LPF}}(t', f), \hspace{1cm} \text{s.t. } k = 1, 2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $k$ shows woofer channel, $\tau_{\text{LPF}}(t', f)$ is the coefficient of the low-pass filter.

3.2 Problem

The conventional up-mix algorithm separates two channel signals into direct sound and reverberation; direct sound is mapped three front loudspeakers, reverberation is mapped remaining 19 loudspeakers. However, the following two problems occur when trying to apply the generated signals to the 22.2 multichannel audio.

i. The difficulty of reproducing the sound field moving up and down

22.2 multichannel audio needs to reproduce 3-D moving sound image in any spaces. Whereas, the conventional up-mix algorithm has been proposed without the 3-D sound source location. We should apply 3-D sound image localization method using upper and lower loudspeakers.

ii. The need to generate a large number of reverberations

In the actual sound field, different reverberations come from all directions due to the reflection of the wall and so on. Whereas, the conventional up-mix algorithm generates the same reverberations to play 19 loudspeakers. We should adopt a method to generate multiple reverberations corresponding to 22.2 multichannel audio.

In this paper, we propose a novel up-mix algorithm using 3-D location of the sound source.

![Figure 4 - The mapping method using conventional up-mix algorithm.](image-url)
4. A novel up-mix algorithm using the 3-D location of the sound source

A novel up-mix algorithm can reproduce a free moving sound image using the 3-D location of the sound source. Fig. 5 shows the overview of converting two channel signals to 22.2 channel signals using a novel up-mix algorithm. The procedure is following.

i. Reverberation separation

Two channel signals $s_1(t)$ and $s_2(t)$ are separated into direct sound $x_{Direct}(t)$ and reverberation $x_{Rev}(t)$ in the same manner as conventional up-mix algorithm.

ii. Select loudspeaker

This algorithm determines the loudspeakers for reproducing direct sound or reverberation based on added 3-D location of the sound source. The 3-D localization $(r, \theta_f, \phi_f)$ is acquired automatically or manually from media such as video; $r$ is the distance from listening point to loudspeaker, $\theta_f$ is the azimuth from listening point to sound source location at $f$ frame, $\phi_f$ is the elevation from listening point to sound source location at $f$ frame. Direct sound selects three loudspeakers close in distance to the sound source location at $f$ frame. The distance $d_i$ between sound source location and loudspeaker is calculated as follows:

$$d_i = \sqrt{2r^2 - 2r^2 \cos(\phi_i - \phi_f) \sin \theta_f \sin \theta_i + \cos \theta_f \cos \theta_i},$$

where $\theta_i$ is the azimuth from listening point to loudspeaker at $f$ frame, $\phi_i$ is the elevation from listening point to loudspeaker at $f$ frame. The exception is that the all selected loudspeakers should not be in the same layer.

iii. Frame division (direct sound)

The direct sound $x_{Direct}(t)$ is divided into $f$ frame after loudspeaker selection in Step ii. Divided direct sound $x_{Direct}(t', f)$ is localized in 3-D sound field by Vector Base Amplitude Panning (VBAP) [5] in Step iv.

iv. VBAP (direct sound)

VBAP is one of the 3-D amplitude panning method by vector synthesis, this method realizes any 3-D sound localizations. Fig. 6 shows that VBAP divides the reproduction space into triangle consisting of three loudspeakers and pans amplitude based on the calculated weighting factors $g = (g_{Prop.1}, g_{Prop.2}, g_{Prop.3})^T$. The weighting factors $g$ are calculated as follows:

$$g = L^{-1}p,$$

where $p$ is unit vector from the listening point to virtual sound image, $L = (l_1, l_2, l_3)$ is matrix of unit vectors $l_1, l_2, l_3$ from the listening point to each loudspeaker. The weighting factors $g_{Prop.1}, g_{Prop.2}, g_{Prop.3}$ for $f$ frame are obtained by Eq. (8) calculated for each frame.
The panned sounds $y_{\text{Direct}}(t', f)$ are the product of the calculated weighting factors $g_{\text{Prop,1}}, g_{\text{Prop,2}}, g_{\text{Prop,3}}$ and the direct sound $x_{\text{Direct}}(t', f)$ as follows:

$$y_{\text{Direct}}(t', f) = x_{\text{Direct}}(t', f)g_{\text{Prop,1}}(f)$$

s.t. $i = 1, ..., 3$  

v. Block shift method (reverberation)

Block shift method [6] can artificially generate many impulse responses from an original impulse response. Generated impulse responses are similar to the original one and low correlation between them. We can generate multiple reverberations by convoluting the impulse responses generated by block shift method and the original reverberation. The flow of reverberation generation using the block shift method is shown as follows.

First, original impulse response is divided into multiple $n$ blocks $r_n(t)$ by time windows $w(t)$. $r_n(t)$ is generated as follows:

$$r_n(t) = w(t - (n - 1)T_d)T_dr_n(t),$$

where $T_d$ is the interval between two adjacent time windows, $r_n(t)$ is reverberation part in the original impulse response.

Second, each divided block is randomly shifted and replaced by a new block to generate a new reverberation part $r_B(t)$. $r_B(t)$ is generated as follows:

$$r_B(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} r_n(t + N^*(n)T_d),$$

where $N$ is the total number of $n$ blocks, $N^*(n)$ is a random number with an uniform distribution ranging from $\frac{-N}{2}$ to $\frac{N}{2}$.

Finally, we can obtain new 19 channel impulse responses $h_{B,J}(t)$ by combining the direct sound part with the reverberation part $r_B(t)$. New 19 channel reverberations $y_{\text{Rev},J}(t)$ are calculated as follows:

$$y_{\text{Rev},J}(t) = x_{\text{Rev}}(t) * h_{B,J}(t).$$

s.t. $j = 1, ..., 19$

vi. Frame division (reverberation)

The generated reverberations $y_{\text{Rev},J}(t)$ are divided into $f$ frame. Divided reverberations $y_{\text{Rev},J}(t', f)$ map 19 loudspeakers except for three loudspeakers what reproduce direct sound.

vii. Low-pass filtering (bass)

The basses $y_{\text{FRE,K}}(t', f)$ for two woofers are generated by the low-pass filter in the same manner as conventional up-mix algorithm.

22.2 multichannel signals generated by the above steps can reproduce a 3-D moving sound image.
5. Evaluation experiment

We carried out the objective evaluation experiment to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.

5.1 Conditions of objective evaluation experiment

Table 1 shows the experimental conditions. Table 2 shows the experimental equipment. In this experiment, we calculated Interaural Level Difference (ILD) to evaluate the localization direction of the 3-D moving sound image. This objective experiment calculates the ILD of three moving sound sources; measured sound source, evaluation sound source reproduced by conventional up-mix algorithm, evaluation sound source reproduced by proposed up-mix algorithm. Furthermore, we identify localization error by calculating the average of ILD errors $E_{ILD}$ between measured sound source and evaluation sound source. $E_{ILD}$ is calculated as follows:

$$E_{ILD} = \frac{1}{F} \sum_{f=0}^{F-1} \left( I_{Eva}(f) - I_{Real}(f) \right)^2,$$

where $F$ is the total number of $f$ frames, $M$ is frame width, $t'$ is the time index in $f$ frame, $I_{Eva}(f)$ is the ILD of each evaluation sound source, $I_{Real}(f)$ is the ILD of each measured sound source, $L(t',f)$ and $R(t',f)$ are received signals recorded by dummy head microphone.

We carried out the experiment using six 3-D movement patterns shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Experiment room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambient noise level</td>
<td>$L_A = 37.0 \text{ dB}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverberation time</td>
<td>$T_{60} = 300 \text{ ms}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling frequency</td>
<td>48 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound source</td>
<td>White noise (3 s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3-D movement patterns| ① from front right to front left  
                       | ② from back left to back right  
                       | ③ from front up to front down   
                       | ④ from back down to back up     
                       | ⑤ from front left to back left  
                       | ⑥ from front right to back right|

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 - Experimental equipment in objective evaluation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dummy Head Microphone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woofer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphone amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/D, D/A converter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Experimental results in objective evaluation

Fig.7 shows the experimental results. Horizontal axis represents evaluation sound source, and left vertical axis represents the average of ILD errors $\bar{E}_{\text{ILD}}$ between measured sound source and evaluation sound source. From Fig.8, we confirmed that the average of ILD errors decreased in all sound sources. This result suggests that the 22.2 multichannel signals generated by novel up-mix algorithm can reproduce a 3-D moving sound image similar to a real sound source.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel up-mix algorithm which extends two channel signals to 22.2 multichannel signals while using the 3-D location of the sound source. We confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed method from an evaluation experiment with interaural level distance. As future works, we challenge the reproduction of approach sound based on the control of localization distance using a novel up-mix algorithm.
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